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Radius Contract Components 
Radius Contracts are programmed by the Radius team. Schools do not have the ability 

to copy and update the html files. There are several components to consider when 

building contracts that will allow schools to make changes to dynamic fields without any 

assistance from the Radius team. 

.  

Standard Biographical Fields  

Radius contracts will use standard merge fields like Name, Address and Grade. 

 

Data Posting Fields 

These fields are used to post details that may vary from grade to grade. This will update 

the same fields that we had available in Ascendance Enrollment Management. Radius 

allows the selective updating of a single field through the Actions options associated 

with the seven posting fields.

 

  



      
 

 

Contract HTML 

Contract HTML includes Custom HTML and Custom Text IDs that are used in 

programming for additional merge fields. These IDs store values required by your 

contract each year that are not available through the traditional database or data 

posting fields.  

 Enrollment HTML IDs are established once for all divisions 

 Re-Enrollment HTML IDs are established once for all divisions 

 Enrollment HTML and Re-Enrollment HTML values can vary between the two 

audiences. 

 

Custom HTML 

Custom HTML allows the school flexibility to update paragraphs of text that will 

change year to year or during different parts of the school year for midyear 

contracts. These blocks are text only and do not allow for merge fields or formulas. 

 Example of Custom HTML:  A school annually changes the maximum cash 

payment amount, the return check fee, and the finance charge for late payments. 

They prefer to edit all three values in the last paragraph of the contract as 

opposed to updating three Custom text fields they will modify the three details in 

one paragraph.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



      
 

 

Custom Text  

Custom text allows the school flexibility to update dates and text strings that will change 

year to year or during different parts of the school year for midyear contracts. 

 Example of Custom Text:  The title includes the academic year and in the body 

of the contract there are 5 unique dates; Deposit Due Date, Installment 1 Due 

Date, Installment 2 Due Date, Discount Date, Cancellation Date 

o The Academic Year (2021-2022)    

 Setup the same ID and description in both audiences: 

Enrollment and Re-Enrollment 

 The Text value will be the same for the two audiences 

o Discount and Cancellation dates   

 Setup the same ID and description in both audiences: 

Enrollment and Re-Enrollment 

 The Text values may be different for the two audiences  

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

  



      
 

 

Conditional Statements  

To minimize the number of different unique contracts a school uses, Radius contracts 

are programmed to use conditional logic. Whole sections, paragraphs, one sentence or 

a single word can show or hide based on a control field. 

Examples of Conditional Statements:  

 If the Student Next Year Grade = 10, then add the words “Upper School” to the 

Title 

 If the Parent selects Payment Option 3, then show the mandatory Tuition 

Insurance (TI) paragraph, otherwise hide the TI paragraph 

 If a Student has Scholarship > 0, then add a line in Tuition and Fees table called 

Financial Aid and show the amount in the scholarship field 

 If the parent selects Campus A, then make the School District field required, 

otherwise it is optional.  

 

 

Best Practice  

Establish the same set of IDs for Enrollment and Re-Enrollment contracts  


